Thi s essay discusses three models of corporate partnership that support the creation of new-media art: directed altruism, skunk works (product development), and regulated self-interest. These partnerships provide financial, in-kind or technological support for entire institutes, specific researchers or projects such as the co-development of tools. Although expected outcomes vary by model, similar activities can take place across them. Working relationships with artists and their organizations can shape corporate goals and products and vice versa. Clarifying the rules of engagement at the outset goes far in satisfying all parties in the relationship.
MOTIVATION
Arts institutions engage in corporate partnerships for various reasons and not just for the donations that augment their budgets. The Banff New Media Institute (Canada), SMARTlab Centre (U.K.), Crucible Studio and m-cult (Finland), and the MESH network (Canada/U.K./Finland) hope to influence technology development, popular culture and design.
The Banff New Media Institute and m-cult envision technology and cultural production as points of intersection between superstructures and infrastructures, where ideas about culture, work and society are evident and enacted through actual technologies and their contents [3] . These tools can embody such values as cooperation, creative expression and open-ended play rather than efficiency. m-cult and Crucible Studios emerged from the practices of northern European participatory design, in which consumers and producers are integrated early on into the design process through workshops and ongoing consultation [4] . The process of production of a technology informs its final form [5] . Participatory design allows potential technology users, designers and technologists to work together in the process of imagining and inventing tools and applications [6] . The SMARTlab Centre is developing technologies that enable people with disabilities to participate in cultural life. Representatives from corporate partners who participate side by side with the disabled users become sensitized to the needs of this constituency [7] .
The MESH Network (formerly Creative Crossings) is a research and creative consortium of partners in the U.K., Canada and Finland that facilitates comparative practices in participatory content design across various communities. MESH researches ways of engaging communities in the design and use of mobile devices, theorizes the experiences and cultural impacts of mobile communication and designs metadata, opensource software and other technological necessities [8] . For example, Proboscis (U.K.) works with local communities to assist them to record, archive and make available the histories of specific sites, using mobile recording and playback devices in their Social Tapestries Project, as do the Digital Cities Project (Montreal) and m-cult (Helsinki). The Mobile Digital Commons Network (MDCN), a research consortium on mobile experience design, houses Digital Cities and m-cult, which are both members of MESH. Proboscis participates in its U.K. Pervasive and Locative Arts Network (PLAN), coordinated by the University of Nottingham and Futuresonic. These networks include corporate partners such as Hewlett-Packard. These organizations and their corporate partners value the ways in which artists "misuse" existing technologies.
Corporate partners provide other benefits for cultural researchers who hope for real-world applications of the tools or content that they create. CHUM Ltd. of Canada recently supported a series of independently produced micro-movies that will premiere at the Banff Television Festival and air on mobile telephones across Canada. Industry partners have the capital and marketing resources needed to complete the development cycle from creative research to actual product.
Corporate partners also benefit in many ways. They can win positive public recognition through association with art and technology organizations. They can observe emerging applications and technologies and cull and transfer them to generate marketable products. They can see the ways in which emerging markets relate to their technologies or applications. 
A B S T R A C T
The author discusses three models of corporate partnership that support the creation of newmedia art: directed altruism, skunk works (product development), and regulated selfinterest. Similar activities can occur across these models, but expectations, criteria for assessment and final outcomes may differ. Clarifying the rules of engagement for arts organizations and artists when they work with corporations is critical to success for both artists and companies. This essay provides a framework and examples for each model from Canada, Finland, the United Kingdom and the United States. It evaluates failures as well as successes.
They can co-develop new kinds of products. They can assist in the emergence of small and mid-size companies loyal to their products. They can find completely new ways of working with their core technologies. Companies can leverage public funding-grants in Canada, the U.K. and Europe require tripartite relationshipsto support research that is relevant to their industries or to the development of specific products [9] .
It can be more efficient to situate research and development outside of the company, in collaboration with art and technology institutes. In the 1990s and early 2000s, Phillips Corporation (Netherlands) integrated designers into technology laboratories, resulting in a freer, more dialogical and highly creative cultural space [10] . After corporate restructuring, the design process shifted back to technology drivers. In order to cultivate equivalent levels of creativity within the new structure, Phillips is exploring collaboration with entities such as the Banff New Media Institute to iterate technology and application/content development [11] .
Companies may move between models, depending on their financial wellbeing, shifts in corporate leadership and the capacity of their partners. Unique individuals, such as Jo Reid at HewlettPackard (HP), who have a strong attraction to the arts and/or to the challenges of cultural difference, work as mediators, translators or ambassadors who can operate in cultures external to their institutions, facilitate actual project relationships and integrate the outcomes from external partnerships into the corporation. Enduring collaborations cross institutions and cultures and shift practices within these as well as between them. Brokers construct models capable of fulfilling both sides' needs [12] .
DIRECTED ALTRUISM
The term altruism refers to instinctive cooperative behavior that can be detrimental to the individual but is salutary for the species [13] . Directed altruism consists of a conscious decision by a corporation to prioritize the future evolution of its industry and the society in which it operates, putting aside immediate gains. It requires corporations to remain at arm's length from development efforts and can take the form of advisoryboard membership. An HP executive sits on the advisory board for the MDCN [14] . Satama, a Finnish company, advises MESH and MDCN, hoping to glean genlic funds to provide "an experimental test-bed for technology and user value research in pervasive mobile media" [23] . The partnership fuels a dynamic mobile culture that often operates outside HP's platforms. It engages broadcasters, educators and cultural organizations as well as individual users. The altruistic spirit of collaboration and openness reflects the presence of ethnographers, psychologists, designers and cognitive scientists as well as design participants and end-use communities in the lab environment [24] . Notable outputs include mobile experiences such as Riot!, a location-based drama co-produced with BBC Radio Three. While Mobile Bristol fits the directed altruism model of investment, it might also be considered a form of skunk works, in that it prototypes challenging software and applications that are high risk and pre-commercialization yet on brink of being market ready. HewlettPackard provided a core group of researchers, who now identify more with Mobile Bristol than with their actual employer. This generous sociality has made it possible for the partnership to expand to include additional external partners [25] .
SKUNK WORKS/ PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Some companies measure the success of their external partnerships through actual product development. A skunk works is "a semi-official project team that is tacitly licensed to bend the rules and think outside the box" [26] . During the new-media boom, the term attached to software-development initiatives that fasttracked new products. Skunk works operate with a minimum of bureaucracy and an optimum of creativity. They spin out prototypes more rapidly than corporate or university research departments can. Artists and designers are skilled at the imaginary leap of taking fundamental research into actual expression. Onomy Labs describes this process:
We engage in "genre-based design." . . . A genre defines not only the technological form, but also the social framework for the experience of the technology. We methodically analyze both the formal and informal conventions that influence the meaning of technology. Based on this analysis, we augment the scope and objectives of the design problem, and proceed to create a genre-sensitive design for the form and interaction of the new technology [27].
Artists' and designers' projects can be prototyped, produced and marketed. In- Nokia is competing against Microsoft's operating system to develop an alternate software standard, Symbian OS, for mobile experience design [20] . Through its partnership with Crucible Studios Laboratory at Media Centre Lume, University of Art and Design, Helsinki, Nokia's researchers learn about storytelling from Crucible researchers, who create games and mobile-driven television experiences in their labs using the Nokia platform [21] . Nokia is eager to discern requirements of specifications for mobile platforms that will be robust enough for narrative presentation in the next 2 to 5 years [22] .
Hewlett-Packard U.K. developed Mobile Bristol with the University of Bristol, the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts, Future Lab, the BBC and small companies and arts organizations in Bristol. Mobile Bristol has succeeded in acquiring significant pub-stitutions can act as brokers and project managers for skunk works. The Banff New Media Institute at the Banff Centre has created the New Media Accelerator Program to ensure that all collaborators can profit from its applied research environment.
Skunk works have the potential to be powerhouses of innovation, and the integration of corporate researchers into them, as in the case of the HP-Mobile Bristol partnership, ensures knowledge transfer between parties.
REGULATED SELF-INTEREST
Canada has a unique regulatory agency, the Canadian Radio and Television Commission. It requires media and communications industry corporations that make new acquisitions or mergers to provide "social benefit packages" that consist of financial support and access to distribution for independent producers, researchers and professional development institutions [28] . The investor may have first refusal rights to products. Copyright resides with producers or research institutions.
Millions of dollars flow into the broadcast and new-media sectors through these funds Professional administrators, usually lawyers, negotiate these packages and administer the funds. Fund administrators and board chairs work closely with institutions to establish criteria and to support select projects [34] . Institutions anticipate the next big vertical integration, but merger opportunities are running out, with an increasingly challenging economic situation looming.
Carr Institute of Art and Design; companies such as Electronic Arts and Sony; TR Labs, an independent research network in western Canada; and small companies to be attached to the initiative through a technology incubator, NewMIC developed a collaborative model that focused on "the research, development and commercialization of new media technologies and applications." The incubator would charge rent and provide business services and some mentorship for small companies [37].
NewMIC's demise offers insight into some fundamental challenges for collaboration, partnership development and management. Company representatives complained of sycophancy; NewMIC researchers and board members asked them for direction, while the corporate sponsors wanted a fresh view from outside the company [38] . NewMIC researchers thought they were doing fundamental research following a directed altruism model. Most corporate partners wanted a skunk works that would result in immediately applicable outputs. Sony demanded working prototypes that correlated with the company's current or emerging technologies. One corporate representative felt that the researchers were for the most part "very theoretical," unconnected to "downstream practice" [39] . Research teams made up of theorists and practitioners might have avoided this disjunction. When teams directed their efforts towards actual projects with clearly defined goals, there was success. Such was the case with a Sony interactive television application developed by student researchers at the Emily Carr Institute [40] . Companies frustratingly found themselves isolated in their existing areas of expertise, deprived of dialogue with other companies or researchers. They craved a larger discourse across their specialties and technologies. Equally challenging was the development and implementation of an incubator to house small companies and provide eventual income for NewMIC [41] . Companies wanted a role in technology transfer, but this never materialized because intellectual property rights were blurry and projects did not mature toward product development.
Researchers also balked. Brian Corrie described a "stifling environment" where the "pressures to deliver were constant and intense." Some companies conceived of NewMIC as their "development lab" for initial prototyping prior to production and marketing decisions. This role was beyond what NewMIC was capable
FINDING THE RIGHT MODEL: PRESSURE POINTS
There are numerous points of pressure upon these three models. There are gaps between the pace and focus of work inside academic institutions and art and technology centers, and between the needs of technology consumers and those of corporate research and production. The academy is less product oriented. Artists, however, often want to get their work done and shown. Consumer products are far from what artists make or researchers imagine and require much adaptation. Companies want to fast-track R&D and technology transfer, yielding prototypes that can rapidly be put into production.
A recurrent problem is the desire for applied research or demonstrable products on the part of companies and the contradictory interest in basic research on the part of some researchers. Kris Cohen, a postdoctoral researcher in the INCITE Program, notes that corporate collaborators want "nuggets" of digested research. He points out that such "nuggets" suggest solutions that are simple, while reality is complex. Companies become frustrated and lose confidence in academic researchers when the tidbits are not repeatable or easily applied or collapse into homilies [35] . Researchers become frustrated because their deep musings on design process are simplified in ways that dilute or distort their meaning. Researchers are skilled at analyzing the current use of technologies but poor at envisioning or predicting the future. In some cases, researchers tactically pitch phantom "products" to obtain support and then quietly engineer these to perform the necessary research if a concept is accepted [36] . A more altruistic model might enable a more direct approach to bridging seemingly divergent interests and to understanding structural impediments to invention. In this regard, interdisciplinary teams incorporating humanists and social scientists can help unpack assumptions that engineers and corporate executives build into technologies and the research-productionmarketing cycle, while simultaneously adding deep insight into the communities that consume and use those technologies.
The New Media Innovation Center (NewMIC) experience offers an instructive case study of how unclear models of support can undermine a large-scale partnership. Aggregating Canadian West Coast research universities; the Emily of providing. Corrie noted, however, that Sierra Wireless enjoyed the "conceptual overview; they saw the benefit of this as much as concrete deliverables" and used technical prototyping as a means of testing ideas [42] . Although culture was the factor that attracted investment, Corrie observed that NewMIC prioritized engineering research because it rapidly provides measurable deliverables. Cultural research, by comparison, tends to be lengthier, demands engagement with participant communities and produces outputs that are difficult to quantify.
Long-term dialogue and hybrid teams (as in the case of HP and Mobile Bristol) could have aligned the disparate models and bridged divergent goals. However, there were no consistent, longterm relationships built between company representatives and representatives at NewMIC. There were no ambassadors sensitive enough to translate the needs of corporations, researchers and small companies for one another. Its board could not find a unified strategy to address the crisis. The failure to create cohesion was the ultimate root of NewMIC's demise.
CONCLUSION
The same activities can occur within differing partnership models. The Banff New Media Institute, INCITE, MESH, Mobile Bristol, the UC Game Culture and Technology Lab, m-cult and Crucible Studio all offer a number of small success stories in corporate, institutional and creative relationships. Intel's hands-off funding of creative researchers furnishes a positive model of directed altruism, as does HP's commitment to integrating artists, researchers and the local community, creating a space for invention that forges a dialogical relationship between corporate labs, cutting-edge research and real-world applications. Accelerator programs that provide in-kind or even money resources, technical knowhow and strong prototyping support as well as business advice can act as skunk works. These can be successful if they carefully establish their abilities, work very collaboratively with all partners and play a visionary role in forming relationships with companies and in proposing and developing products. These approaches allow continuity between the concepts of artists and designers, the needs of companies and small business development. Regulated self-interest social benefit programs are an important source of support for larger initiatives, in-18. The lab and its initiatives and partnerships are found at <http://proxy.arts.uci.edu/gamelab/>. cluding those with equity goals. All three models are viable so long as partners mutually define goals, set rules and stick by them. 
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See project descriptions at <www.smartlabcentre. com/>.
MESH states in its manifesto
: "MESH is a network and consortium to support cultural and social innovations for mobile, wireless and pervasive media. Through exchanges of personnel, expert meetings and conferences and common studies, MESH builds a network of research and development which pushes forward the agendas of user experience and civic participation in the emerging landscape of ubiquitous computing. The key partners in MESH are cultural organizations which operate within a dense international, interdisciplinary and cross-sector network and have a track record of innovative initiatives in mobile and wireless arts and technology. Together with their academy and industry partners, they work to develop cultural uses and social experiences for current information society technologies." 9. For example, the National Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) has special grants for supporting researchers with formal corporate partnerships. 
12.
Hewlett-Packard's Jo Reid acts as an intermediary between the company and the community and is an actual researcher, able to create and lead teams. 
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